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1Chapter I
Opinions about "itches and Ghosts in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries
The study of the supernatural is so universal in its
appeal to human nature that it lends itself readily to liter-
ary adaptations, especially in less scientific periods -Then
the minds of men are not deluged with exact laws snd defi-
nitions* So with the Elizabethan period as an example of
Just such an era, we find that the field of the supernatural
in all its forms including black: magic, potents, omens, witches,
and ghosts furnishes a perfect background for literary ex-
pression of many sorts. The purpose of this thesis, however, is
to investigate only two forms of the supernatural, witchcraft
and ghost-lore, which ware used by Shakespeare in three of his
1
tragedies
,
namely, "Julius Ceesar", "Hamlet", and "Macbeth",
and one chronicle play, "Richard the Third", in an attempt to
understand the people of his cay and their reaction to the
forms of the supernatural. If in these dramas we follow the
development of the tragic hero, we may be able to attain our
goal. Also, to understand the significance of Shakespeare 1 s
use of the supernatural in these four plays of witches and
1. ^itches have been suggested in other plays such as "Othello",
in which Brabanzio refers to Othello* s por/er over his daughter
as that of a witch.
In "The Tempest" Caliban, the monster, is born of the witch
Sycorax.

2ghosts, we must examine legislation on witchcraft curing the
reigns of Elizabeth and Janes the bn irst , and illustrate briefly
how seme of Shakespeare's predecessors introduced supernatural
characters in their dramas.
'.Ye must approach the study of the supernatural in the
form of witches and ghosts as sympathetically as our individual
opinions "/ill permit, if vie are to understand the Elizabethan
playwright and the Elizabethan, for this belief in the
supernatural influenced a large number of people of all classes
and made its effect felt throughout the land. It must he under'
stood that although the actual number of persons who practised
witchcraft and believed in ghosts was comparatively small 9
practically everyone from the reigning monarch to the humblest
citizen believed that witches and ghostyiid exist in some form,
Ho one coalc be found who was brave enough to say that the be-
1
lief in witchcraft and ghost-lore h.;d no basis. Even Erasmus
was an ardent believer in witchcraft. 3ir Matthew Hale and
other learned judges accepted fabulous stories told by children
and convicts, even neglecting all laws of evidence to convict a
witch. Host of the greatest nobles of the day along with their
wives were regular patrons of the astrologers and charlatans of
the day. Queen Elizabeth, intellectually superior to most of
her time, consulted Pr.Hee, an alchemist, and, seeing the
spirits in his speculum, sent him many large gifts of money.
1. Social Englanc
,
edited by H. P. Craill and J.S.Kann; T?age 118

£ven Beginald Scot, author of "Tiscoverie of Witchcraft 1*
.
and accepted as an authority on witchcraft, would not defi-
nitely assert that there were no witches. His very practical
statements, her/ever, were said to have aroused the antagonism
of Zing Janes because of his pointed assumption that bitches
did not exist. j?or ~ing James was the royal personage who, in
1597, published a treatise called "Demonologie" in Scotch dia-
lect, which was later published in London* In this volume he
supported the opinion, commonly held, that witches did exist
and scored Scot, who was apt to doubt their existence, al-
though, as we have seen, he would not definitely assert that
witches did not exist. A statement from 2ing James's oook
will help us to understand the conflict between these two men.
He wrote, "One called Scot, an i^nglishmnn, is not ashamed in
public to deny that there can be such a thin^ as witchcraft,
and so maintaines the old error of the Sadducees in denying
of spirits". Bith this in mind we can assume that witchcraft
had a firm hold on the intelligence of England and was not a
fabrication of the minds of the lovrly. i?or this reason, be-
fore we e*nter the field of ?host-lore, so closely akin, we
must review what measures were taken to control this existing
menace.
Generally, in all nations, la7?s are enacted only when
some measure is necessary to chec> any condition which ap-poars
1. Lavater, Of Shostes and* .'itches >Valkisg by Hyght.. :
Intro, page XVII.

harmful to the citizenry. Hence, if we look at early
legislation concerning witchcraft, we shall see immediately
just what parts of this evil the lawmakers considered most
essential to attack and how the attacks were started*
1
According to a wellknown authority , the first act
against witchcraft was passed in 3541 during the reign of
Henry the Highth, though the evil had prevailed for many
years before. In this act the crime of witchcraft was made
felony without benefit of the clergy. Strangely enough, the
serious part of this penalty was not the fa«3$ that the victim
might suffer death, but that he must suffer death' without a
chance to he cleansed of his sins in order that he might enter
the next life free of sin and with the blessing of the church.
2
Later, in 1547, under the religious reformers of Howard
the Sixth, the law of Henry was abolished, and witchcraft
went on until the advent of Elizabeth. At that time the
legislation became very much more definite in its attempt to
get real action against the evil, for witchcraft seemed to be
sweeping the country. Leading up to this legislation, perhaps
the one thing which aroused Elizabeth to action was a sermon
preached by a clergyman, Jewell, in 1558, in which he re-
marked the wide spread sin of sorcery. Shose who know of
1. G.L.Kittredge ,from "Studies in the History of Heligion",
edited by Lyon and Hoores, page 7.
2. Ibid, page 7.

5Elizabeth's regard for her people remember that her whole ex-
istence centered in a fierce struggle to make her subjects
proud of Britain. For this reason, any evil such as that
suggested by Jewell would undoubtedly bring action from her*
A few farseeing individuals, to be sure, Reginald Scot
among them, would not believe that this menace was >»* bod as
represented and objected to the very severs punishment,
Nevertheless , the situation appeared critical, and Elisabeth
and her Parliament acted according to their best judgment to
save the nation from this dreadful evil and, in 1564,
passed the following act against witchcraft* By this act the
first offence was punishable with exposure in the pillory and
the death penalty was ir.posed for all who "nractised witchcraft
1
that caused a person's death, This law was more severe than
any previous law, for it authorized the death penalty zot all
who "used .practised , or exercised invocation or conjuration of
evil and wicked spirits to or for any intent or purpose -without
regard to result." Here, we see, the penalty v/or>ed against
good as well as evil spirits, the obvious reason being that
though good spirits have a cheerful and merry countenance, they
may still lead their victim to destruction. Also, this Eliza-
bethan statute provided that witchcraft, enchantment , charm, or
sorcery which caused bodily injury to humsn beings or damage to
goods or chattels should be punished with a year's imprisonment
1. G.L.Zittredge, from "Studies in the History of lieligion"
,
edited by i»yon and ^-oores, page 8»

(with quarterly exposure in the pillory) for the first of-
fence; and with life imprisonment for the second offence,
for all who should take upon themselves to reveal the where-
abouts of hidden treasure or of lost or stolen goods or
should practise -.7itehcraft with intent to provoke unlawful
love or to hurt or destroy any person in her body,member ,or
[roods,
1
Perhaps the notorious, if not typical Elizabethan case t
called that of St.Qsyth in losses, will help us to understand
the situation. Ursula Zempe or Grey, a woman of ill repute
lived with her son in the village of St.Osyth* Although she
had long been suspected of witchcraft, no sufficient evidence
had been brought against her until s neighbor, Grace Thurlcwe,
imagined that Ursula Kempe was the cause of her illness and
Hiss Jhorlowe complained to the local magistrate, who lent a
ready ear. Soon witnesses came forward in abundance and told
other stories ^hich up to this time could not be substantiated.
Finally, with many tears, Ursula confessed her guilt, uncover-
ing at the same time , a whole nest of offenders, thirteen in
all. Heedless to pay, all were convicted and so doomed to
death.
So, if we taJte this case as typical of those encountered
by Elizabethans, we may see why such drastic measures were
taken against witchcraft. Toward the end of her reign, however,
1. G.L.Kittredge, "Witchcraft and James 3?he J?irst" from
"Studies in the History of r-eli-ion"
,
page 12.

we are told that the™ signs of witchcraft was dying out duo
to this very severe law. »7ith the arrival of the Scotch Zing
James, the ".Thole matter was fanned into a devouring flame, by
his seal for persecution. ri-"his last statement is often dis-
puted for there are many who co not "believe that Janes made
any special effort to- stir up any more action against witch-
craft.
Among those who defend Janes is Professor Cieorge I*.
Kittrodge iga Be consistently refutes many arguments proposed
by those who believe James to he responsible for a revival of
witchcraft. Pirst Mrs«3»I«yraan Linton in 1861 asserted "the
name of James the First stands accursed for vice and cruel
cowardice and utmost selfishness of fear*" He had a "mania
against witchcraft and a lust for witch blood*" To this
Professor Kittredge calmly answered that I.Irs. Linton had the
rei?rn of Elizabeth in mind instead of James.
2
Later
,
thirty years to be ezact ,Lr .Robert Steele, in a
volume called "Social England" edited by Mr#H»D•Traill, wrote
that because many tracts against witches in the reign of
Elizabeth were written with no result, the so-called "merciful
act" of her reign (namely the one discussed as drastic) was re-
pealed and under James a new end far more severe one enacted.
Shis new law,
,
up to 1600, (Janes cane to England in 1603),
was responsible for the execution of seventy thousand persons-
1. 0. V#.Xittredge t
n
«itchcraft and James the First", from
"Studies in the History of Religion*, page 1.
2. Ibid, page 2.

sTo this, Professor Zittrecge replied that the figures were
ridiculous and probably confused by the author with statis-
tics of mortality from a plague.
Still another writer, 2^r • G .M • Trevelyan
,
assert
.ff that
Elisabeth did not enact laws against witehcraft; hie assertion
was that James came from Scotland with the witch mania ana
rapidly crazed all England with hi3 outbursts* To this Pro-
fessor i-ittred^e again too!-: exception by explaining that the
»
history of witchcraft in Scotland does not prove James to be
the originator of this mania, for the first witchcraft la-3
in that country date back to 1553, or before James was born*
Also ^Scotland was rot the only lane where this curse flourish-
ed, for it was wide-spread over the eni£re I realm though the
worst outbursts in Scotland came before the reign of James.
The new statute of James, which Ur. Traill mentioned,
provided, li>.e that of Elizabeth, death penalty for invocation
or conjuration of evil spirits for any purpose and without re-
gard to the issue. But, two classes were added making it felony
to "consult, covenant with, entertain, employ, feed, or reward,
any such spirit for any purpose, or to dig up any dead body or
part thereof, for use in sorcery". For witchcraft that caused
bodily harm, but did not kill, the new law imposed death for
first instead of the second offence. '*qt minor varieties of
socercy and witchcraft, death was substituted for life im-
1. G. L.i:ittredge , "Witchcraft and James the First", from
"Studies in the History of Religion", p^ge 2.

prisonment as the penalty for the second offence.
In reality death was preferable to. life imprisonment
because of the dreadful state of the prisons; for many aeople
awaiting trial -ore fatally stricken with Jail fevers. In
one case in 1508, the ^srl of Northampton* as warden of the
Cinque Ports induced the major of r.ye to admit to bail a
woaan condemned to death for aiding and abetting a Mteh.
Her execution had been delayed and it feared that she
would succumb to the loathsomeness of the prison, Under
similar conditions the change from a life sentence to hang-
in- "?o til d be a mercy rather than a punishment.
As for the part of the lav about consulting or covenant-
ing vith evil Pitches, or feeding them, it was capable of oper-
ating with great severity. Generally though, It ?;as stated
that persons found guilty under this law could be found guilty
of some other offence equally punishable. Only one other
statute needs discussion, that of death for the first ,instedd
of the second offence in witchcraft that injured the body with-
out hilling. When we consider that recording to sixteenth-
century penal, codes a man would be put to death forestalling a
sheep or breaking into a house, this statute does no^tseem ex-
treme.
The recounting ox these facts helps materially with the
discussionj for it lays before us the crimes which both Elisabeth
and James "tried to prevent because of the extensive growth of
witchcraft. Also, it was far too important a social factor not
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to figure in a large way in the literature of those periods.
Then, too. all this seems to assure- U3 that no one person
was responsible for this delusion which 3wept fche country,
but that the belief in witchcraft flourished extensively in
England and that authors coining within this period most cer-
tainly must have come under its influence. James's work on
lemonology proves that the king admitted such a situation to
exist though he was in no .vay responsible for it*
So, having- seen the extent to which witchcraft has grown,
let us turn to the story of ghost-lore. Here we fine many
theories as to the purpose served by these supernatural spirits.
1
Campbell in her "Shakespeare's tragic Heroes 1' asserted that
definite opinions were held by t^ro groups of people. ?he first
group believed that ghosts were the product of a melancholy mind
while the second group held then to be manifestations of the super-
natural and beyond human control. Physicians and realists be-
lorded to the first group* Some actually accredited the be-
lief to fraud, others to the effect of melancholy humors, to
"excess of natural melancholy humour increased hy disease or
sympathetic passions." lavater, defending the second group,
set forth the opinion in a very convincing manner that the
spirits of dead men do walk forth v/hen there is work for them
to do.
1. Lily B. Campbell, "Shakespeare* s tragic Heroes", page 84.

King James who probably belonged to the first group, in
his "Demonologie" stated that ghosts or spirits were the work
of the Devil, freed to ensnare mortals by capturing passions
within each ox lis. SHiose most commonly assailed were curi-
osity, greed, and revenge. &e have only to think for a moment
of Shakespeare* a plays for evidence that all of these passions
aoro used extensively by his in his tragedies, thus making a
direct connection between Zing James and the works of the great
drama bist.
Two types of persons were followers of the group who main-
tained that ghosts were the product of the mind; first, those
who ./ere in great misery and poverty, and second, those who,
though rich, had a desperate desire for revenge. She first,
the Cevil allured "by promises of "great riches and worldly •
eommoditie" ; the second, by promises of revenge to their satis-
faction. Further, James stated that the Devil assailed none but
those in whom ha finds an easy entry, either by ignorance of the
person joined with an evil life or by his earelessness or by
contempt of God* Finding the victim in distress, he craftily
feeds his humor and fills him further and further with despair
until the proper moment to show himself. Then he promises aid
if the victim will do as he wishes. Later James says that
devils may obscure the air so that only one man may see the
vision which, being spiritual, can go any where that air can go
for they have no"quantitie."
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1
Thomas Nash , whc also wrote on witchcraft in ^liaabethan
time3, interprets this first group who held that ghosts wore
the products of a melancholy mind by a clever comparison. His
idea was that as slims and dirt in a standing puddle engender
toads, fro£3 , and other unsifl tly creatures so slimy, melancholy
humor, thickening as it stands, breeds many misshapen objects
in oar imagination. Again he stated that those who capture
birds imitate their voices; so will the £evil imitate voices of
God's vengeance to brin^ us, like birds, into the net of eternal
damnation. In reference to "Hamlet" he writes that very often
ghosts or spirits appeared to as in the guise of people most
familiar, to whom we will listen attentively. In this connection
he agreed with Xing Janes, who had eaiu that ghosts do not ap-
pear; hut in a clear, intelligent manner along with those who
sided with him, ho tried to explain theix* existence in terms
which might ho understood by a Treat majority cf his people.
The other important theory, somewhat different from that of
James, has to do with the seconc group vrhieh held' that ghosts were
supernatural manifestations. *his theory appeared to hold such
2
weight and was ox;-rossed by Le-.ros Lava Scr in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. He asserted that there were throe schools
of thought on the question cf -hosts which might ho considered*
'JTho first school embraced the Catholic doctrine of Jurgatory*
1. Lily 3.Campbell , " Shslrcs-oeare f s tragic Heroes", page 92.
2. LoT/es Lavater, "Of Ghos'tes and Spirites Walking by Xiyght"
,
Intro.
,
page 15.
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Those ?ho upheld this theory were freed from any farther worry,
for they "believed th-x t from -argatory arose the ghosts of the
departed*
She second school ?.aae ap of i'rotestants, naturally -.to uld
not accept the Catholic doctrine, bat upheld a firm belief in
apparitions sustained by universal testimony supported by the
Scriptures. After considerable debate, they agreed that though
the orthodox -rotestaats held that ghosts were occasionally
angels, they were nothing but devils who assumed the form of de-
parted friends or relatives in order to work boaily or spiritual
harm upon these to whom they returned. In this school might be
included the three tynes of Elizabethan ghosts suggested by
1
Boas and Eahn in "Social Backgrounds in -Sna;lish literature",
Th-s first type was a subjective or vision ghost, who corresponds
to cur modern idea, and is generally accepted as the solution of
the problem today, Tho second type was en authentic or objective
ghost of one --ho died without leisure to repent of sin or without
means of conveying important news to those near and dear, or who
could not rest because he had been murdered by one who remained
unpunished* The third type included false ghosts, who wore most
difficult to define «for the;- included many types of manifesta-
tions. For example, it was thought to be a prankish delight of
the devil to assume the shape of persons lately dead in order to
carry out some deed, which, if suceesful, would entail the for-
1. Boas and Hahn, "Social Bachp-rounds of English literature"
,
page 93*

feiture of their coals.
"hero ras a third school, of tfhieh fcoginald ocot uus the
most :anoas exponent. In boot's ".Diseoverio of hitches"7 , which
is recognized by ail as one of Shakespeare* s source books, his
viev? o- ghosts is frankly and entirely sceptical* As a
Christian he does not deny the existence of spirits; his con*
tention is the improbability of spirits assuming material forni,
and he is even bold euouph to attempt to explain apparitions in
the "aoly ^rit" such as that conjured op by the Bitch of Kndor»
Partner he contends that the sge of Piracies has ceased and
therefore are should not suppose that "itches ana cavils can do
those things "rhieh uod himself no longer thinks go 03 to per-
form. Ac for the idea that Sevlls can asaume the oodio3 of the
Goad, it appears to hia ao iosa idle and profane than the iCea
of pur/ratcry. In a v;orO
,
ap/aritlcns arc either illusions of
L-ela^ eholic minds or flat h-navery on the part of soma ropae.
with this sketchy iutro.'aotion tto can readily caa that
opinions upon this subject ;?ere nany and varied. One thing is
certain; that in, the fact that to Elizabethans both aitehes
ana* ghosts v/ero very real ao that a-c aunt Goal aith then in
literature, not as the result of - diseased ainas but an a real
prohlea vrhioh they believed enacted oven though they could not
agree as to the Banner. fhon,too, no are to find that the
supernatural has a vital literary tradition uaieh began bach in
the days of the Greek drasiatists. followed through the Latin
drama of Seneca, and thence found its s?sy into the literature

of Britain. It is our purpose nov; to trace this literary
tradition that to may sec in brief the complete picture of
the pre-3hakespearean supernatural before we finally proceed
to 3ha]?epeare , s own interpretation.
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Chapter II
Pre-Sha>ea"n©areaa Pitches and c-host3
1
Though J.Ir*Quiller-Couch asserted rather definitely
that Elizabethan drama "reeled" with witchcraft, there is
little proof that witchcraft played a very important part
in the drama of the hakespearea n predecessors* He named
as evidence two aramas which certainly were written by
predecessors of Shakespeare, "Faustus" "by llarlows and n ?riar
Bacon" by Greene, which we shall examine somewhat to see
*nst what part the supernatural in the form of ?/itches did
play.
"?riar Bacon'* d 022 Is with the story of a medieval conjur-
er who outwits ?riar Bun.- ay , another practiser of the ^s^ic
art, and an arrogant wizard , Vandermast* But Friar Bacon's
enchant'ient is not of much true importance compared with the
part played by his man I'iles, who is finally invited by the
Tevil to £o vrith him to Hell, so that the witchcraft of the first
three is greatly ohsenrec. In the con,]urina; friars we see no
similarity to the witches who formed such a definite group in
Shakespeare 1 s Macbeth 4 for unless wo call the Devil a witch
,
which is hard ly possible, there ap^rars to be no other person
who could possibly assume the witch character* Asra in,Marlowe'
s
'hToctcr Fcustus" deals with the supernatural in the form of
1. '4uiller-Coucb ,"IIotes on Shakespeare's V/orkmsnship" .page 25*
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"good end evil spirits" who attempt to lure I?aiistus to sell
himself to tlephistopheles, who in turn, will promise to "be
bis servant in the lovrcr world. The attempt of the spirits
is successful,and we watch Faastus' signs of repentance as he
realises his dilenana. -lore again the truly accepted Elizabe-
than witch seems to he hissing. Vith the szccntion of a brief
1
statement by Ctmliffe , there seems to be no other mention of
a pre-Shakespearean witch. Cunliffe refers to 3eneca when he
declafes that besides ghosts 2nd Juries, two other supernatural
devices had been previously employed, that is, witchcraft and
oracles. In regard to the witchcraft in ''Hercules Oetaess"
and "Medea", Klein rensirks that the ingredients contained in
Medea's Rexenkessel vie in their strange variety with the hotch-
potch that Macbeth' s witches threw into their caldrons*
Therefore, assuming these statements to he fairly definite,
we re free to turn to pre-Shehe spearcan ghost-lore to investi-
gate its history before its introduction into English litera-
ture. In order to do this we must trace ghost—lore bacft to its
2
origin in the Greek tragedy. Moorman , in a very readable es-
say,relates that the classical origin of the Elizabethan chest
has iang heon established; anc the stages through which it passed
in its .journey from Greek tragedy to Shakespeare furnish a very
1. J. '.'.Cunliffe ."Influence of Shakespeare on Elizabethan tragedy,
page 46.
£. 2 . '.'/.Moorman ,"The ^re-Shakespearean Ghost" , in Mouern Language
Review, 1905 ,1906 ,page 85.
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Interesting story.
1
-e find ohat ttq have a starting point of the Oreo':
dr ... r. tie £host in the tragedieu of Aeschylus, who Introduced
t'.c ghost or larius into "Persae" ana that of Clyte.-nncstra
into trie n -vCionifies" * -hose t.zc ghosts have little in common,
ho*, "ever, for while t;:e ghost of Uarius is called from his £rave
to converse with a living person in order to predict disaster
for the Persian army, the ghost of Clytenmestra Is a revenue
ghost, -,7ho comes bad: to earth of her own free will, does not
appear to mortal nan, but addresses herself to sleeping Furies,
whieh are kindred spirits* Still another type known as the
prologue ghost is pictured by Euripides in the form of the
murdered Bolydorus in "Hecuba", -his fcypo is used merely that
the events of the notion before the play may he Drought up to
da !;e. Thus in this form Euripides departs from the Aeschylean
practise of introducing ghost into the drama during the course
of itc evolution- Also tfth-is one ghost of Kuripides Is important
in subsequent history of the dramatic ghost and serves as a model
to most of the ghosts of Latin .Italian,Spanish .French, and English
tragedy*
Seneca, in the first century of the Christian era,adopted the
2
Durip-idean prologue ghost; that is, he combined the duties cf
this ghost with that of the revenge ghost of Aeschylus*
1. L? • ;V.Moorman , °The rre-Shakespearean Ghost" ,in Modern Language
Keview,1905,19Q6,page 85.
£. Ibid.
,
page 86.

Thus in his two plays which Seal wi th the supernatural, the
ghost or? Tantalus in "Jrhyestes" and the -.host of Jhyestes in
"Agame .mon" are the products of the Curipidean Polydorus and
the Eleschylesn Clytemnestra* -heir sphere is prologue for
th sir speeches put the reader in full possession of the tragic
clues though most o? their conversation is vengeance. Tantalus
and Shyestes are the only ghosts :Zio actually appear in Seneca's
plays; but there are many references to ghost in general, and the
spirit world of C-reeh mythology is often net with, and serves to
show the hold that the dramatic ghost had on the Eonan mind.
Also in the ghost scenes of -ienecan tragedy there is the same
delight taken in stories of incredible crime which we r.oet in
the Slizabethan revenue-tragedies. Seneca,through ghosts, puts
before us a vie"? of those old-world hero legends, which 'Jreel:
tragedians had touched but lightly. He delights in making his
ghosts describe pain and torture.
*-f ter the Seneoan era, a period of 1S00 years elapsed
before the ghost once more left the dwelling of Hades, ••here
Seneca always placed his, to tnhe his place as the prologue
S"ooaher. This revival began in Italy at the end of the
1
thirteenth century , when Albertino Mussato, a Paduan horn in
12 CI, .Trote two Latin tragedies furnished with a Chorus and a
L'untius, aa3 closely resembling the Seneoan tragedy in style;
the -host ,however , was missing. But about one hundred years
1, i? »v7.L!oorman, n xhe -re-=3ha>espearean Ghost"
,
in Modern Language
Kefiew, 1905, 1906,page 87.
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later appeard the "Profile" of Sregario Corrario, written lihre
the tragedies of liussato in Latin verse. Though the -riot is
drawn from Ovicl' 3"Hetamorphoses TT the oorstracti on closely
follows that of Seneca* This play has a prologue ghost in the
fern of ^iomodes, who has been sent to the earth from the
realms 0" 2luto in order to visit the house of l1orens and fore-
toll the horrors that shall fall upon it* In true 3onecan
fashion ho spealts of the fierce battles of the Furies, and then
?;hon his message h.33 been delivered, declares that a J^ury is
summoning him hac?r - to the infernal pools*
The next conquosts of the Senecan ghost were in the Italian
traged ios of the sixteenth century* In the "OrVoeehe" of Gerald
i
Cinthio (1504-1573) thoro is first an'induction'in which the
0-odd ess Semeois and the Infernal Varies appear, and then a
prologue speech by the ghost of the dead Se 1ina *'.:-;o ther ^host
prologue appears in the "Canace" of Sporoni (1500-1588), while
the biggest step is tn>en in Trissino 1 3 "'iochonisba"* Hero it
is in the form of the ghost of oervins Tullins, the siTrth king
of Home* Thoro is no prologue ghost for the reason that 'Jullius
is a living character through nost oZ the play, but after his
death, he appears as a ghost to his queen in order to unravel
the Imot of intrigue and tare of Tier a living farewell.
In the sixteenth century the French tragedians who crew
their inspiration from Seneca became alive to the dramatic
value of the ghost* -?or example. In the "Clecpatre" of Etienne
Jodelle a lengthy prologue is delivered by the a*host of liarlt

Antony, bat .Mlc Antony ie not particularly a revenge ghost,
ho bewails the misfortunes c: the past and fortells no*7 <Us-
1
astern, Robert Gnrni-r f1545-1601 ) in Ms "Poreie" main-
tained the clone connection betrreen the ghost and the Scries,
vrhieh was established in the "Surimides" cf Aeschylus and empha-
sised by Boncca* s "Thyestes". The prologue to this play is
delivered "by Ilegers, whose purpose as a revenge ' gh ost is to
predict the disasters Tjhich follow in the play itself. In the
prologue to Sarnier" s "Kippolyte" instead of the 2?ury Magaera^
there appears the fhost of Aegeus, the father of Sheseus. Ho
is not a revenue ghost, but, lihe Megaera ho expands on the
horrors of the andsr world and proceeds to tell the woes which
a cruel Fate shall bring upon the house of Theseus.
In France, as in Italy, was felt the desire to enlarge
upon the sphere of the action o? the ghost prescribed by
Euripides and Seneca. For example, in "Saul le Furieuz" ,1572
,
by Jean de la 'Xaille, there is no prologue ghost; but in the
first net, the dramatist brings together Saul and the "'/itch of
£ndor. Tne -itch, by -r.agic incantations, summons the fhost
from the grave of Samuel, 'ho proceeds to call down curses
upon the 77iteh.es and then, addressing Saul, foretells his
impending ruin. Here we see the attempt to set behind Seneca
and 2uripides and to reproduce the impressive ghost scone of
1. if•W.Moorman,"She rre-Shakespearean Ghost", in Llodern Language
Review, 1905,1906, page 83.

Aeschylus T, -rorn;iG ;? .
;>o far, we have seen bhet thoufh Seneca bestowed upon
English tragedy rasny other characters, the aor;t important was
1
the ~host, which, acoorcina to :*r. "•A. JyrjienCs ir/'ScaTrespeare'
s
Predecessors" has had "s long and brilliant careera. In answer
to any argument that Seneca horrowed the ^host from 3roo£ tragedy
and therefore shoal 3 not he credited with the invention,, we
Bight answer tJiat, although the statement is traio , It was Seneca
who enlarge v the inheritance received from the 3reo>s and handed
it on to the Ihaalish drama, r-hus wo have seen the evolution of
the supernatural in Oracle drana in the Tom of the £host froa
its hcainnina as an unintportant character not connected with the
main plot of the story hut merely inserted to predict future
events through the revenue /host of Polydorua in "Hecuba" • With
the coraina' of Seneca we found a combining of those uses; that is,
in the Tantatus and fhyosteLs of 3eneca are both prologue and
rovenpe ghosts* Shosts to predict crime were also inventions of
Seneea # inter, though Italian and french tragedians took up the
£host , there were out few ohn.-.;--os for the iJenocan model.
Before 1570* all of Seneca 1 s plays wore puhliaLea" in English,
thus placing he 'ore t* e -np-lich reader the real force of the
Senoean ghost •;*hic?i in. :ed lately appealed to then* At this time
1. J.V.'.Cunliffe
,
n The Influence of Senec^i ^lisnhethan Tragedy"^
page 44*

1
the Morality play, thonrh 'aning, tos still in vogue; thus the
fondness for moral abstraction "-'r^mtis personse" made the
entrance of such a figure as the historic ~-:ost somewhat •""iffi—
cult, "'o fine among the earliest revenge tragedies, Piehoringts
"-orcstos". rhieh \?as netec in the Court in 1568 siia in -hieh
the- vengeance is not a ghost but Eevenge herself who appears
in compnay i?ith other abstractions such as i?atare,Fame .Counsel.
Another revenue tragedy of the sane year is "Gisnond of Salerne
in Love" or bettor kno^ra as"Tancred and Sisatui5a"» Here the
spirits cf vengeance r r^ Cupid who speaVs the prologue and the
Forj, ; togaera , -vho declares tvat she has been sent by Plato to
srresl: vengeance on *ancr©'1 p-sid Gismunda.
In 1PP7 , "?he Misfortunes of Arthur" witli its ghost cf
Gorlois r?a" acted, but Kyd's "Spanish tragedy" or the anony-
mous "Loerino" might have been enrlier . -he "liisforturnes of
Arthur", the -rorv of Thomas Bu?es and other &aw students of
2
Gray's Inn, is Senecan in style and construction though only
Celtic in style* The ?rhost of Gcrlois is s Seneean revenge
rhost, for ille serving an a prologue speslror, he votts ven-
geance on. the family of Other Pendragon, The robbed him of
-rife. of land, and of life, Hughes has his revenge "-hoot speak
in last act as 7-ell ac the ^irst , which in a step in advance
of Seneca, though the play retains all the Sexieean effects
1, F.W,Moorman ,"The Pre-Shakespearean Ghost",in .Modern Language
Iloview, page 89.
2. Ibid
,
page 90.
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including reports oh [{ruesor.e deeds Thieh roe>r of blooO anfi
horror, the important fact to us ia tr.o portrayal ox this
,ThOSt ox £orlois, ahioh is like ^ o ghost o: 2antalus in
Seneca1 s l"£hyestea"« as 1'or the aotiial story # It is orawn
1
froa one mythical history oi iiritain* I>ut, instead of the
£ ixi.?lo ghost of "Shyestes" ;?e have hero t*?o ghosts with the
favorite natives of Jencoa , rAich include battie,ciardor,
suioiue, aao domestic strife* **oi?ever , with the classical
sub jeet there goes no trace o:' classical restraint for Che
Uu.':;oa w reaches of torment anc atrocity are brought before the
eyes of the spectator and exaggerated r/ith every device of
lyric delineation, other iencragon, ox the royal house, in
adulterous love with the dfe of ooriuis. iuke of Cornwall,
srhbas ne afterward slays,* De * eta a son am? a dsojs&ter, Arthur
*.n- <*nne. ^lese, in corn, by incestuous anion have a soil*
ilortired, aho, when grown, act aces Uueneaora, the wife of
author* s later .years, -once arises aar betueon father and
son, emiinr ia the death of —ordreu at &rtharf s hand* -ere in
this c sisode ia the sain conflict of the drams* It is opened
urith the ghost of «oriois , co deeply -.Tren^ou. aao cries for
revenge upon tne house o£ Litter, and who t'lftraily retires, ap-
peased by the penalties 01 bloou*
in -.yd' s " Spanish rragedy*, the advance in .-hoot aachinery
ia ;.~ill i::ore pronounced. ..ere the ghost of .ladrea sn3 his
1. •Boas. '«»h&kespe »re and .-ia Predecessors"
,
page 20*

•> i • .1-r.> ;,iav) r. '.rr -. •- «s ,•. -** r- -<.-**• r>-">";'^ ','"1
"fcl s3 TtT^2 •'. ~ f"?s <*
•-ouoo-.n phost oa ".""li:," : oil is thtxc ; tc-icil^* caZc:rt~e-'\
first prologue, then epilogue, finally it ui^itcc ^rith
both of theoe offices that cf the classical Chorus, rho 3tory.
r.h ieh Cucher -vroc>e 2.^-3, rates -h/O the ^reatcot V-eno-
r-.etor;vo€ Seneoajn tr^.^av In. ...v.l^d, y3:;co:^o;. the etron^
voir*to o:7 the 'onoo .n t r£gec~ tsj its ^o::or of arcusing "horror
»» »
no excitement. Too Spsiiieh Trageci;? opens "rich the apparition
of ilfijgre's ghost socospaniec bj? revenge. Those tr?o fi,-oro3 are
Siip.i-05t>d to watch the cevolopgoeirts of the action throughout
1: servo as Choras bv ac,:.^t i--..; sit iiitorvals upon each net.
J- i U~ * -j a -> J. -i. v/i tj" » — .. —LvU- - -v» - '- ji*
"f- 1 f" •.<w.v« r."? f.^res T n r, i •• ; c "'~ *) ?T'^7 ," , '*"r»^ "f* <"".-."'. f, *-
i.-^ uX u t;XU 1 wk.iL. W'J. - • S a. - J.— '-J % • >-»• w — -» . - ^ ^j/ « -L • X w^f ^
r. ratio, Tor p*:o foolu tb:t h^ co coir.;-; she oir-~ c?oe!r Kor^tio' s
help is -•vc;^i....; 1 0:1 nOro:*-; Gcoth. : 'v-.-evor, hereto, Belis-
PoSriags&bi ie hire5, ;hc vlt-* Loronzc, oo.aos ixpoa the lover
1. ?uo?f9r Broohe, ?l The Tenor rrarna % w nege 209*
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in the garden. Horstio iu seized, hanged to a tree and
stabbed by ~orenso* Later *-ioreai~o, rinds his a or:* a body
and v" eelares that he ^70 'old atap until he had averged tbi3
ocii cruel carder* In the 1 laa^ , . ires .Beliaperia, »7hO: ei.:3G the
v<v<! Viaiifi ",,">]*' ~» y. . »•* - * .-\',» ^. j->-» - T -'.><» f- <->
£et - letter written in hleo: to hieroaino in \7ai2a slae reveals
the ,:-reorers* 3at hieroalreo. fearing a felso plot, erouses
the suspieion or aorenao b^ ii-aairia<e for -oliaperia go the
false brother plana to have Pedringano "-ill -erberino. enother
aejeoziplise and so fall Into the hen 2 s of the guards* Bat after
~edrin£2H0 is esseateJ . a letter Is round on feia rbiaa lajs the
eoursa of the plan within s plan. Iliaronino etabe SiBalthasar to
death only to he folio rod bw the stabiles of h-oreano by Solin-
peri::. Ianed 1 itoly ^elirseeria >ills herself, and -Herenine,
after declaring; to fch-5 'iUt'ienco that all "he ifirCora r.re real,
"trills X.oreaso*s father ends his ov.n life. In a brief opi-
lo;~ue # the ;hos£ of iVndroa declares hie *eath to he evented
•
Farther ho .r.ints a picture of the future in rhieh ho ietares
his lrleads in Heavers .' lie ..cvo^;e pictures hie enenias in ilell.
Ihee vo have e-c-en that -h^d Lea -In: steadfastly to the gHoat of
primitive Greece and ':or. not reproduce the ourrent ghost beliefs
of sis Say*
ta hhoeelao". ao ;ie .'. iter. by ?leay te Peele*, the : rologae is
a. ••:••" en by the Pury, -to. vho eat ere- anid thunder and lightning
with a burning torch in one hand nan a flaninn styord In the other.
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Her speech is inferior to Zyd's Andrea and keeps slavishly to
the Sonecan no del* So ghost accompanies her but Then it is
half finished, the ghost of *lhan appears upon the stage.
:11b an is tve brother of J.oorine shorn Kumber has slain in battle*
Thus the R-host is s sharer in the action of the play* Again the
-•host of Alban encouraged bjr his first success returns again in
act four, scene three* Sere Stramho is in the act of handing
food to Humber -.hen the dauntless ghost knocks it from his hand,
drives him an? Kumbar from the stage, and ad crosses the audience.
Later, after number's suicide, he once more appears like a typi-
cal revenge ghost over the accomplished vengeance and announces
his intention of returning to the infernal regions* Yet another
-host appears, the ghost of -ferineus, a revenge shost • "^bo in a
lon£ soliloquy,"predicts the fall of his ?neny,Loerine. He taires
no action in the play but declares his indention of remaining on
earth nr.til ho has fed his soul on ^serine's overthrow.
.
This
.
privilege of giving the shoot the risht of entry into the play
itself instead of maTrins; him stand on the threshold mas main-
tained by later dramatists. -rue Sonejsas tried to arevent this
but to no avail.
The see on* act of °eele's "Settle of -.leaser" opens V7ith
r. hi(»h pitched prologue by the Presenter in mhiih he tells of
bloodshed, marfare, rind vertmeance. Sresn, in his "Al;honsus,
gins: of Arrsson" has writ.ten r. cored-- in Thieh hedoa, the sorcer-
ess, by aeons of incantations vises fro: the lorer ;*»orld the.
ghost of Colchs adorned in a whiefce surplice end a Cardinal'
s

raitre« After niikln-j a c^oeeh. Kg is dispatched t~j the -?orios
to inquire of the ~estinio3 T?hat fcruure shall attend Azsnraok
In hi 2 wara# In another eosed?.; "Old ...Ires* ?aloa by foole,
the f
:
host has e:stended his empire by socinrinr a place in coined?
as v/o :?atoh the ghost of Jaeh. It is # however, in anrston'
s
"Antonio and billed * in 1501 „ that the snpire of the ghost
reaches its height, -ere horror runs riot ana ghostly ap«
pearanoos fill the audience tc loathing by the frequence of
the scenes* However, host authors kept trail within reasonable
bounds ana Sid not run to e:rtrer>03 as in tha previous umca»
?hus the revenge ghost lived in spite of sono ridicule,
to be invested by Shahaspears with a ne;7 dignity ana endowed
with a noT7 purpose aa *;o L-hall cce in fear of his tragedies
containing ghosts and witches.
1. ? .lloornaa t
3 Tha ?ro-Shazespasrsan Shest" in Uodem Language
Review, page 94*

Chapter III
"Richard the Third"
Because oar interest in the development of the Shakes-
pearean ghost holds firdt place 6 we should, first of all,
look into all possible sources from which Shakespeare might
have gathered material in order to he sore that assumed con*
tributions are really his and not the efforts of a predecessor*
1
Boas in his "Shakespeare and his predecessorsw assures as
that this tragedy is the first historical drama which can be
ascribed wholly to his hand, though there was an anonymous
play of the same name written about the time that this play
appeared. Again^ if we take 1593 as the possible date of the
appearance of Shakespeare's "Richard the Third", a Latin drama
on the same subject by Dr. Legge in 1597 may be eliminated,
leaving it almost a certainty that Shakespeare* s play was
entirely based upon the Chronicle of Holinshed, who in tarn
had drawn his narrative from Sir Thomas Moore's "History of
Richard the Third" • Apparently there were no ghosts mention-
ed in any former account so that we may be safe in crediting
that invention to Shakespeare
•
Thus we are ready to look into the characteristic
features of this drama which might have been portrayed by
Seneca© Probably the most noteworthy characteristics which
were brought to the Elizabethan or more especially the
1* F. 3.Boas, Shakespeare and his predecessors Page 149
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Shakespearean tragedy from Seneca were the horrors and cruelties
of scenes depicts* before ttm entrance of the supernatural,
shown In this play in the form of ghosts. Before we enter any-
further upon a discussion of "Hichard the Third", it night be
well to compare the grim horror of its scenes with, those of
any predecessors* In this way we may he able to see more clearly
the state of mind of any tragic hero, but here particularly
Richard, in contrast to Richmond before their famous ghost scenes
1
T7ith the Senecan tragedy C * IT. Cunliffe asserts that
the drama "Hiehard the Third" has much in common for it is
pervaded by the ruthless spirit of violence and bloodshed and
abounds in crude horrors of physical repulsiveness* For example,
we have the appearance of Queen Margaret with a human head in
her hands and later the appearance of Hichard with the head of
Somerset. Throughout the play one murder_fallows .^taothar ac-
companied by circumstances of great inhumanity such as the
murders of Rutland and the young prince of Wales, hough the
murder of the young prince is only narrated *.k* only Clarence
and Richard die in the sight of the audience, the characters
appear always in the same atmosphere of blood, and Richard
alone sustains to its fullest his character of fiendish
cruelty. To him we must accredit the intellectual force, the
ruthless cruelty, the absolute lack of moral feeling of Seneca's
T'edea coupled with the haughtiness of Eteooles and the
1. J #.',7..Cunliffe, 2he Influence of Seneca on Elizabethan
Tragedy . Page 75

blood hyprocrisy of Atreus, for as with Seneca's herolo criminals,
Hieherd's passions were boundless*
And now, having set the stage in the forn of a horrible
spectacle of an unprincipled intellectual, let us turn to the
ghost scene of tiro play in order to see just what is the relation
to former ghosts in their use in this play* So far as Senecan
representation is concerned, though, we notice immediately that the
ghosts of "Richard the Third" make no reference to classical
mythology; they are Senecan in that they are spirits of revenge
•
One change which Shakespeare made, possibly borrowed from the
anonymous "Locrine", is the fact that the ghosts take their place©
among the actors and actually speak e In place of the characters
of classical mythology, Shakespeare substituted a drama of native
ghost lore* Also this author has enlarged upon the revenge
ghosts in that they are conceived by him as a power of Ilemesis
which will not let the criminal triumph in his wickedness*
Though the goddess Hemesis does not appear, the effect of her
influence is very marked.
But it must be arecognized that the force of the piny
lies not in the power of the supernatural as in "Hamlet" but
in the domination of the horrible figure of "JUchard the £hird";
for although these particular ghosts; that is, spirits appear-
ing to the men as they sleep, were used by Marlowe and Greene r we
feel somehow that Shakespeare has not done a great deal with
the subject here*

We do find, nevertheless, a new motive developed only
by Shakespeare and oarried throughout all of his plays dealing
1
with the supernatural* .* Tr. Cumberland Clark in his latest
book has an instructive paragraph in which he compares Shake-
peare's uses of the supernatural with the supernatural of
Shakespeare's contemporaries e
He declares th^t in ethor plays ghosts and witches are merely
the product of a coarse superstition^ while in Shakespeare's
dramas the characters are real; and while they are evil and
terrifying 5 and embody most of the current superstitions, they
never fail to be impressive and dignified. He states further
that contemporaries using the supernatural were unable to
invest their beings with those qualities which distinguish
Shakespeare* s creations. Also in this respect we notice
that Shakespeare does not bring in the supernatural for its
own sake but for purposes of the plot; thus in this play as
in others we may be assured that any ghost in Shakespeare*
s
dramas is a gh03t with a purpose or, as we might call it,
a psychological ghost.
As we have noticed, horror and cruelty abound in this
drama* but it is not until act five that the supernatural
really takes a hand as a ghost appearing first to the sleeping
2
Richard and later to his enemy Richmond. To the Elizabethan
1. G. Clark, Shakespeare and the Supernatural ' page 42
»
2. Ibid. Page 152
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ho prophsies defeat and Semes is to the sleeping Richard, and
1
foretells reward and victory to Richmond, Later LIT. Clark
fortified his statecent when he wrote, "much store was laid by
Shakespeare's contemporaries on dreams and their interpretations."
Thus in this act we find the popular idea carried out very care~
folly, for it has been stated that Skahespeare was always
careful not to offend the most sensitive mind in reference to
the activities of his ghosts* The proprieties of tine and
qualities of ghost appearing to Richard and Richmond are well
chosen* Let us look at the care with which h@ planned the time,
for it was a known £aet that ghosts appeared before midnight
and disappeared just before dawn. Hence before the coining of
the ghost we aro tolds
"The weary sun hath made a golden sea,
And by the bright track of his fiery car
Gives token of a goodly dav tomorrow,"
Later entering his tent Richard asks of Catesbys "7/hat o'clock
is it?" only to be answered, "It's cupper time, my lord," ~itft
that Richard gives further directions for the night and bids
Ratcliffe come to him about the mid of the night. He is notice-
ably anxious and so inquires that all his orders are carried out*
Soon the scene changes for a brief moment to Richmond's
tent while we watch his very different state of mind as he bids
his men good-night. Quiet falls upon the camps and the night
deepens as the aeries of ghosts appear in the darkness of the
1/ C, Clark, iliaiespeare arsd the Supernatural . Page 128

night to challenge King Richard and to reassure Richard, now
shorn of their consciousness » ~7e find the gho3ts appearing
to Richard menacing and awful while those visiting Richmond
are comforting and encouraging*
If we find s as has been stated, that these scenes seem
hard to follow, sorely we must admit that the contrasts in the
character of the men plus the justifiable comments of the
ghosts are enough to carry it on & Without the well prepared
stage these scenes would have been impossible* but Shakespeare
in his cautious use of the supernatural appears to hare
succeeded in his purpose
*
Then, too, the awakening speeches of the two men make us
conscious of the reality of the ghosts as we first hear Richard
say:
"Give mb another horse, bind up my wounds,
-
Have mercy, Jesu f - Softl I did but dream-
coward conscience* how dost thou afflict mel-
The lights burn blue,- It is now dead night.
Cold fearful drops stand on my trembling flesh?
v/hile Richmond awakens with a gays
"Cry mercy, lords and watchful gentlemen
That you have ta 1 en a tardy sluggard here*"
And in answer to their questioning as to his rest, he replies,
"The sweetest sleep and fairest-boding dreams
That ever entered in a drowsy head
Have I since your departure had, my lords,
Rethought their souls whose bodies Richard murdered
Cane to my tent, and cried on victory:
1 promise you, my heart is very jocund
In the L remembrance of so fair a dream.
How far into the morning is it, ny lords?"

So Is the ghost scene of ^Richard the !Third ,T concluded.
In this tragedy Shakespeare has offered his interpretation of
the possible power of the supernatural for the first tine.
Critics are unanimous is proclaiming this attempt a success*.
It as a new portrayal of ghosts e introducing immortal beings
serious and dignified, which will long remain in the minds of
the audience* Later we may look for further development of
this new us© of the supernatural which should do much to
change the fearful character of the ghost of his predecessors

Chapter IV*
"Julias Caesar"
Our second tragetfy, that of "Julius Caesar", with its
bacliground of familiar Roman history, "brings us face to face
with a superstitious people whose fears and ghost prejudices
resembled closely those of Shalmsperare 1 s own countrymen*
As a source we find a statement in Plutarch's "life of Bruttus"
4
which probably prompted the author to include in his story of
1
supernatural events the character of a ghost* for the Greek
biographer described In uninspired language* the circumstances
of a spectral visit as follows "So, being ready to go into
Europe, one night very late, as he (Brutus) was in his tent
with a light, thinking of weighty matters, he thought he heard
one come in to him, and casting his eye toward the door of his
tent, he saw a wonderful and strange shape of a body coming
toward him, and said never a word. So Brutus boldly asked
him what he was, a god or nan, and what brought him thither,
The spirit answered; '*I am thy evil spirit, Brutus, and thou
shall see me by the city cf Philippe* • Brutus being no other-
wise afraid, replied agaizi into it; •Well, then I shall see
thee again,"" At this the spirit vanished, and Brutus, calling
his men to him, discovered they had heard no voice cor had
seen anything*
I.Cumberland Clark, Shakespeare and the Supernatural Page 124
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So in due tine, 'Shakespeare transformed this somewhat
matter-of-fact account of an unusual phenomenon into an im-
pressive and dramatic tragic story* However, it was Shakes-
peare's idea that the ghost which appeared to Brutus was that
of the murdered Caesar, for Plutarch does not mention the
identity of the ghost*
The other circumstances, nevertheless* furnished a
powerful setting around which the ghost scene is to be enacted,
for it is late at night and dark; great event3 are pending;
the memory of a crime, still unpunished, hovers about the tent of
3rutus* Also news has just come of the death of his wife*
Portia; Octaveas and Antony are marching against him with a
mighty army; he is tired, troubled and in great distress for
he has had a premonition of his own death at phillippi.
Again Shakespeare has arranged a perfect stage for the
ghost scene which is about to take place* Xucius, Brutus 1
page, who has been playing soft music, has dropped off to
sleep and Brutus is trying to content himself with a book
when the ghost appears. It is the phantom of Julius Caesar,
revisiting the earth until his murder is avenged and he can
have rest, for as he approaches, Brutus notices, "How ill this
taper burns, Ha;7/ho comes here?" 2lie Elizabethan audience
at once recognises the setting, even of a Homan scene, as that
of the real ghost of their belief, with the tine, deep night,
heralded by solemn music and by a ghost ??hich must be

addressed Idofore it can speak* la our discussion of the ghost
scenes In
' 7 JIanlet n later, we shall ooo sense difference between
these two ghosts,fox while this ghost is subjective in that ha
appears only to Brutus, the ghost of "Haslet" is objective,
that 13, he appears to all accept in the one scene between
JIanlet arxl his mother, in comparison with the array of ghosts
which appeared to P.iehard in "Richard 111", this ghost re-
appear less roal in that here, the ghost appears to 3rutus
whilo ho Is roadibg while the array of ghosts appeared to
EieharS as he lay asleep. Oar answer to this is that though
Shakespeare night havo wished to convey to our ninds the idea
that the ghostly visitation was the result of an over-wrought
riind, the ghost really did havo a noseage to deliver* for no
sooner is the rsessago given than the ghost disappears*
Throughout the ploy after the murder of Caesar.we are
conscious of a rostlers prosonce hovering near, which is
recognised by the fact that Chalkspeare has already told os of
the "vain, boastful, irresolute Caesar" who alive weald havo
be ..n of little value to Hone,but dead, is exerting a powerful
influence in the drama, Again we cannot help comparing 'jaesar
to the trustful Xuncan of 'T&ebeth" who,alivo, would have
brought little interest, but as a r.urderod king, his memory
Is a dominant figure to lead llaebeth on to his destruction,
"hus as Brutus fools the power of the dead Caesar constantly,
i. seems impossible to escape from it as he cries :r-

"O.Julias CJaesar.thou art nighty yet 1
Thy spirit walks abroad and turns our swords
In our own proper entrails."
rerhaps Shakespeare meant to convey that the end for rutus
was near and therefore his spirit aal contact was intensified
However, the very short visit of the gho3t with the message
that he will soon see Brutus at phiXlioi, shakes, "rutus 1
courage, for he speaks of it later to Volumnius and exclaims
in his dying sentence, "Caesar. now be still."
no otter ghostly appearances mark the tragedy. but there
Is evidence of much superstitious fear such as that hold "by
the Elizabethan audionce; the thunder storm with its almost
fatal consequences. Jal^urnia's dream urging Caesar not to
leave horre on that fatal day, and the warning of the Sooth-
sayer—all exert a troir.endous influence upon the audience*
Finally, although the ghost is not a dominant figure
in "Julius Caesar", he has an important part in unfolding
the plot of the drana. And again Shakespeare has resorted
to the ghost not to exploit him to his fullest as might
easily havo been possible in that time, hut as a structural
background to the tragedy.
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Chapter 7
In turning to "Hanl^t/1 saJsL 07 many to be the greatest
1
tragedy ever written, we find Shakespeare in an intensely
serious mood, Cumberland Clark recently, in a book called
"Shakespeare and the Supernatural" 337s that Shakespeare wa3
depressed^ for the wickedness of the world and his own re-
collections had made him look upon life with a cynical eye*
Perhaps his faith was shaken, and his mind crowded with &ouots f
misgivings and questions; at any rate, this may account for the
2
fact that much of "Hamlet" is said to he autobiographical
•
However, in the field of the supernatural, we find Shakes-
peare turning to a more complete development of ghost-loro
in its most powerful anr! impressive form to bring forth the
idea that there is a destiny controlling the life of man, to
which he can onl
vy acquiesce. In this, Shakespeare's own
attitudes developed in the form of this dramatic story, seem
to coincide with his general idea of life.
So we must investigate this new ghost which, we may
assume, Shakespeare retained from a similar play by the s-ome
name written by a predecessor, Ky&* -his new supernatural
being though, is credited with a dignity hitherto unknown
to most writers of ghost^lore bat one which seens to be the
distinguishing feature of all of Shakespeare's ghostly
1. Cumberland Clark, "Shakespeare and the Supernatural" £aga 63
Z» Ibid: Page 65

o iraeters
.
lie has taken care though, that this ghost must not bo
changed so that he will bo unknown to his Elizabethan audience,
so, if 770 are to enjoy the supernatural as soon in the eyes of
this group, it night bo well to travel back in faas; to tho days
wh on superstitions were more prevalent and the ghost held
full sway. 3y so doing, we shall not miss thoso 3cenes in
the play with which the ghost is intimately related.
~ut perhaps before we iixach the play itself, we should
notice its connections with other dramas dealing with ghost
lore. Seneca comes first to our mind and wo soo immediately
in this play the Senecan variety in that the ghost of the old
king Hamlet, is merely a revenge ghost. However, the guise
of the spirit is different, for instead of "the gibbering
1
ghost of horrid form clad in a foul sheet or leather pilch",
we see not only a form in battle array but also later a
vrarrior 3i:ing, the gracious father and husband who bears with
him to the abode of the spirits a love fo_ a faithless wifo
which has triumphed over crime, dishonor and death. In the
Italian drama the prologue ghost follows much after the
fashion of the Senecan spirit while in tho .French tragedy5
we find a prologue ghost ?/ho also serves the purpose of
revenge. ..nd as we disooverod in chapter two, English
dramatists also usee the prologue and ~evenge ghost, so
1, r.'.V. .Vooman, "Shakespearean "hosts'*, in :"odorn
language Review, 190S-, 1305, 192

4that it remained for Shakespeare to interpret these ghosts
usee by predecessors, in his own inimitable manner*
In the following pages we shall look carefully into
this ghost of "Hamlet" so that with former plays and uses of
the supernatural already in mind, we cay got a glimpse of
the author's own reaction toward this English ghost which was
so vary much a part of the life of his people. One statement
seems to prove that Shakespeare did not have this superstition
clearly defined in his own mind , for there is a tradition that
1
he spent a night* s vigil in a charnal house "before writing
the first act of this play* Apparently lie was not satisfied
with tlio ghost scenes de Dieted by former writers, for Symonds
2
in aii article quoted by 5V7, r'oorman in the Ilodern language
Review stated that the ghost developed by Shakespeare was
"no longer a r>h:ntom roaming in the cold evoked, from Ere!)us
to hovc-r. around the actors in tragedy, hut a spirit of like
intellectual substance with other actors, a parcel of the
universe in which all live and move and have their being*"
Thus in making the ghost more human, r. hakes goare, at the
sane time gave to it a spiritual significance of which his
predecessors had but a faint conception. Also in giving to
"is drama a contemporary spiritual background^ he has tended
to lift the "ghost business" to a higher level and transformed
1. A-avater, Introduction to "Of Ghosts and -Hoititos Walking
by 'Tyght". ^age 1%
2. "odern Language tcview, 19n.,190o, age 195
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an abstraction into a thing tender and majestical.
One other consideration must be not eel briefly, that of
t 19 d If'for o.ieG in ghost beliefs in his a ay, for although the
. led iaeval England during the sixteenth century believed
generally that 'ghosts were the spirits of departed friends,
Protestantisa brought with it a conflicting idea that ghosts
were only devils cons to work ham to those still on earth.
Shakespeare ha3 dealt cleverly with this problem as we shall
see, for lie Las combined the two beliefs in a manner offensive
to no Ran*
And now we eeeia to be ready for the actual appearance
of the ghost which comes in the very first scene- • Contrary
to our previous tragedy, "'Julius Caesar**, in which the form
of the living man sopears earlier on the stage to assort his
character, hero the murder of the good king has :een ac-
complished so that the identity of the character of the can
must be mace known entirely through the speeches and ap-
pearance of the ghostly form* Jhas r/e are cuiebly ac-
quainted uith the facts when Horatio, having boon told by
two guards jernado ana "'arcoilus of the appearance of the
ghost, speahs of the strange apparation:
"..ueh was the very armour he had on
Vh ~n ho the ambitions Uorwsy conoatted
h-ater, when horatio is explaining the ghost to nanlet,
the audience is enlightened more rrhen he says;

"A firniro 11 • ; joxst f xther*8
,-.med at points exactly, oop-s>~pe
;.;-;v3-r-' i;e:?cro fehcis and 'crith isoXeESi Essreh
•:; oop slot? asd stately '07 the- ; thrloe ho rallied
3? their oppressed and foar-surprIsod eyes."
Still Shakespoara cosiiaucc caberration "botwees the rea
until the scene is entirely clear gzsd tho figure of the ghost
is n-ide Teal
:
Haslet: An2e£»3^7 you?
Soldiers: ArcecUcy lord*
Kaalet : Froa top to toe?
Soldiers: lord, fran hoa& to foot*
Thorn as the two cos go out* ilas&et saes&s alooS:
"Eg father*s spirit Is suksq I 411 is sot well**
Thxsa the suggestion of the plot is laid irith the ghost the
eoE22sndiso figure*
Then to feeep the popular ifiea of the rilisasethen ghost*
C-haTsespears has the ghost appear on three saeeeesive sights
though it says nothing, IThcs H&alet spes&B of the appearance
of the ghost, *all is not woir% ~o £.ia2 asothor i5ea of the
people that ghosts trails because of some reparation to be rtade
or foal pier/ discloses, Also the ;. lisabethas ghosts are
rcoo'Tsiaeftle and oo?sd quickly through the air, on the groans,
or tnrough sol 13 obstacles* r*xe^r will sot speak unless
questioned sad then oslj to those for &kom they have a
message. Until this fnessage Is ooli?sred* they appear often
to others besides the person for whets they haire a cccsoni-*
cation*
la order to givs as another rather interesting view

of the Shakespearean version of Elisaoethan ghost-lore, the
aathor fi iscriminates carefully in the types of the men who see
the ^host. It 3e-.;ms that there he sees a chance to bring into
play the views held by oslievors in the supernatural* Of the
four who see the ghost, Bernado and Ilarcellus axe professional
soldiers* probably little affected "by philosophical or theo-
logical speculation* Zven between these two there is a
difference, for 3ernado is a common soldier* while liarcellus
is an officer. Both however, entertain the common super-
stition of the times in regard to ghosts; "but the "belief of
Beraado, as we see* is distinctly cruder than tliat of Ilareollus
For example, on the second appearance of the ghost, the common
soldier attacks him with his halbred, only to "be sharply
re noved hy Llarcsllus who considers the act littlo short of
a sacrilige*, 2he point of view may he that Bornado repre-
sents the common, unthinking Elizabethan while Ilareollus
has heard enough of the ghost controversy to be uncertain as
to his own "beliefs*
But with Hamlet and Horatio we aspect a different point
of view. Mr. 7ilson in his "Shakespeare's England," says
that both of these young man aro Protestants, which moans that
the idea of the ghost of Hamlet's father would be entirely
discredited by them, nevertheless as their reactions seem to
"be different,we must tah~e them separately. Horatio* for a
time, "believes the unpopular theory that "ghosts can assume
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material form, that ap oarat ions are the illusions of melan-
cholic minds cr flat ]iravery on the part of some rogue"*
Proof of this corses in Horatio's speech after the second
appearance of the ghost, for as it about to depart again
•:is words are significants
"Stay illusions
If thou hast any sound, or use of voice,
Speak to mo,"
Bven that appearance unnerves him somewhat and so leaves
hin in a disturbed frame of mind©
Hamlet's "belief is again different. At the "beginning
he^3tands halfway "between Horatio's "belief and the Protestant
theory that ghosts were devils who worked eveil upon those
to whom they appeared. If Horatio appears as a disciple of
Reginal Ccot In that he ic rskepitcal and uncertain of mind,
Hamlet's is certainly not of that rind* He accepts the ghost
as a spirit "but doubts the plare from which, it comes. What
he cannot decide is whether it is his father* s ghost, a
devil, or an angel* Even with this vacillation he does not
discredit p*oratio's story as Horatio has discredited that
of the two soldiers. Perhaps we are asking too tnach s for
with Hamlet it is a son thinking of his father whom he loved
dearly for he says:
"If it asonmes ny nohle father's person,
I'll s ^e?.'- to it, though hell itself shoaid gape,
And bid me hold my peace."
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It is the sight of the armor of which we have soolron before
t: it prompts Hanlet*s action, "is speech when confronted with
tiie ghost asserts his theological theory as that of a rrotestant
although he is by no means certain*
"Angels and minister of n^ace defend us:
3e thou a spirit of health or goblin damned*
Bring with thee airs from heaven,or "blasts from hell*
3e thy intents wicked, or charitable
Thou comest in such a questionable shape,
!Tnat I will speak with thee , I'll call thee Hamlet .
Zing, father, royal rano."
2he fact that it might be his father, though,, prompt3 the test
which he must rake, no matter what the result* In this con—
1
nection Hamlet, the student
,
speaks., "abater, the author cf a
"cook on spirits that walk, is his guide. V.'hilo the ghost is
in sight, Hamlet readily admits its identity,but upon its
d is appearanco, ho grows incredulous again* lie asks help from
heaven, from earth, $? from hell for he knows no other resting
place for spirits; bat immediately ho resents the prompted idea
that his father's spirit has come from hell, T.'hon the ghost
beckons to him to follow that he may deliver his message of
revenge before he returns to his abode, Hamlet decides to
brave all and follow in spite of the requests of Horatio and
ITarcollus, who fear that the ghost nay lead him over the
battlements into the sea* Again strong appeals by the men
fail to stop him as he drssys his sword to prove that ho is
in earnest, Vfhat a dramatic and thrilling scene this must
have been to the believing 1"! isab ethan and what dignity is
1. Lavater, "Of Ghostes & Spitits Talking by I^yght"
Introduction, Page .f/I.

portrayed in the scene as the author cleverly loaves Horatio
and Llarceliua just long enough to all or then to admit that
something must be wrong in the state or the gha3t would not
have "been so insistent} .
icon. however, another scene reveals the ghost and Hamlet
together as the ghost announces that the "hour is almost cone,
when I to sulphurous and tormenting flames must render up
myself•" Hamlet is filled with pity, only to be stopped by
the ghost v.ho is anxious to tell him that he is Hamlet T s father's
spirit come hither to seek revenge for n his soul and ncst~.un-
natural murder". The word "murder*' arouses Hamlet, but the
ghost, satisfied that he ray be succeeding, continues to tell
how the murder was affected and by whoa» Urged cn by Hamlet*
s
reaction, the clover ghost continues, always making the story
nore vivid and horrible as he tolls of H'jmlet's mother and
Claudius, the new king, .s day draws near, the ghost bids farewell
to Hamlet and begs that he be not forgotten by hin»
At that moment Hamlet is too horror stricken to think
coherently, but ho sinks to his ?mees and promises to forget
all else until ho has fulfilled the request of the ghost.
Entirely shaken in mind, he does the only thing that ?.e knows
how to do after ho lias sworn his friends to secrecy; "Look
1
you, l f ll go pray." Lavater says in his book; "It behocveth
then that are vexed with spirits to pray, ospccially to
1. Lavater; "Of Ghosts & Spirites talking by nyght" page 195

give themselves up to fasting, sobriety, watching and upright
and godly living,"
.
A point of difference arises now between the world and
immortal man. It wou'd appear just now that Hamlet is in
the clutches of the ghost until his cruel nordor is avenged *
I
::r. Cumberland Clark, asserts however, that contrary to the
expected idea, it is the ghost whose revenge is at the ir.ercy of
Hamlet for although ghosts can suggest* tempt P persuade, and
appeal, they have no power to command or compel. The ghost
had returned to earth, as every Elizabethan believes possibles,
because he has a special duty to perform;bat without mortal
aid, it was impossible for him to accomplish his purpose
•
is the play progresses* the audience looses in vain for
sjtto sign that Hamlet is to carry out the request of the
ghost. In feigned madness he renins inactive, apparently a
rea£y prey to all of the new king's devices, Bven after the
wandering players* drama has taught him that the ghost* s word3
were true, he remains inactive with only an occasional burst
of action such as the act in which lie killed £olonius as he
watched behind the tapestry while ha and his mother talked.
In this scene, Hamlet, deeply wounded by his mother's seeming
guilt, lashes her with words until the reappearance of the
ghost, this time in the form of a subjective ghost, reminds
him of his warning not to contrive against her but to take care
how he should address her. Immediately IIamlet r s manner
1. Cumberland Clark, "Shakespeare and the Supernatural"
page 74

changes and the ghost, noticing the change disappears, leaving
the boy with a strange problem; and, as he becomes aware of his
mother's innocence concerning the murder, he decides to take her
into his confidence* The period of inactivity is over and he
determines again to seek to avenge his father's death* To
Hamiet it appeared as if the ghost had returned to arouse his
almost forgotten purpose, "but on seeing Gertrude's mental
anguish had put aside his own thoughts and warned Hamlet to
relieve her poignant thrills of agony.
How Hamlet ia a very different individual from the list-
less youth wast we have seen* He is apparently determine^, but
tragedy comes to prevent him from carrying out his promise to
the ghost*. However, the ghost does not return to render as-
sistance* In that fact we notice a striking contrast to the
ghost in Kyd's "Spanish Tragedy" in which the ghost returns to
announce the success of his plans for revenge* Apparently
tile inference in the non-appearance of this ghost of
"Hamlet" is the fact tliat Shakespeare used the character of
the ghost to set the play in motion ha? at the sai-e time
he wished us to realise that he considered the character of
Hamlet of more importance then that of the ghost*.
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Chaptor VI
"Macbeth"
In our last chapter wo have Cor discussion the tragedy
of "Llacbeth", a drama about one half as long as "Hamlet"
with a comparatively simple plot but one which contains an
abundance of supernatural material dealing with -/itches and
ghosts* 2The "weird sisters", a name for witches but used by
no dramatist but Shakespeare , have caused much comment for
the very reason that because the name was an innovation of
Shakesneare , critics have wondered just what connection the
1
author meant these creatures to have. In a recent book by
an ardent student of Shakespeare, we have perhaps, a very
good definition of the "weird sisters" for iIr*Clark does not
doubt any hidden meaning in the use of the term*. lie declares
that they are always "weird sisters" or "weird wcnsan" or
sometimes merely "sisters", for though the ordinary witch was
dreaded because she could in.jure with a glance, make a child
sick, cause losses among live stocky or otherwise inflict
physical harm, Shakespeare intended that his "weird sisters"
should terrify by their threat to the human soul. On the other
2
hand ,Qailler~Couch , a recognised authority P in his very precise
way has said that it really rnade no difference from whence
Shakespeare obtained the source of his supernatural characters
1. Cumberland Clark, "Shakespeare and the Supernatnrol" .-na-re 84,
2. Arthur uiller-Couch
,
M iiotes on Sh :kespeare 's. workmanship
,
page 32.
:}<]•; i . Ml ;C> I I V
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as long as they were recognized by the Elizabethan audience
as real witchese Thus we nay see from these two view points
that it might "be well to l&olr into the statements of other
writers that we may understand the problem ciore intelligently*
Our first reference should be from Holinsned . 3?or it is
from this source that we believe Shakespeare received his
idea of the "weird sisters". Eere is a paragraph whioh we can do
no better than to quote if we are to get its full meaning* "It
fortuned as Ha&beth and 3anquho jonrnied toward Fores^wh&re the
"king then laie, they went sporting by the waie together without
other eompanie, save onlie themselves? passing thorough the
woods and fields , when suddenlie in the middest of the laund
there met them three women in strange and wild apparell, re»
sernbling creatures of elder worlds, whome when they attentivelie
beheld, woondering mnat at the sight, the first of them spake and
said, 'all haile ,L*azbeth, thane of Glammis (for he had latelie
entered into that dignitie and office by the death of his father
Siuell ) • The second of them slid: f Hail9, Makbeth, thane of Cawdor.*
But the third saids 'All haile rEakbeth f that hereafter shall be
IdLng of Scotland* « . - fter^srcs the common opinion wa3 that
these woman were either the "weird sisters", that is the &god~
desses of destinie* , or else some nymphs and fairies indued
with the knowledge of prophesie by their necroreantical science
„
because everie thing came to passe as they had spoken"
•
Holinshed also stated that Uacbeth is warned to "beware Macduff"
by "certaine wiszards in whose words he put great confidence"
,

and the false promises were made by "a cartaine witch, whoa
he had in great trust -7 ho told him that he should never he
slaino with man horn of anie woman, nor vanquished till the
wood of Bernane come to the castall of Donsinane".
So conceding that Shakespeare Drobably received his
1
idea of the "weird sisters" from Holinshed , we still have
the problem of the difference between witches and "weird
sisters" for, yet thus far it appears that both are used;
therefore* the reason for the use of both is not clearly
2
drawn. Spalding » in an often quoted boo!? called "Elizabethan
Eemonology"
,
says that because to the author either would have
been suggested as able creatures of the supernatural* he is
assured that Shakespeare would not have ased both* Hence the
following controversy : Understanding that "Goddesses of destiny"
were really "weird sisters", in act four, we have a stage di-
rection which is, "Enter Hecate and three other witches", when
the three characters which might be witches are already on the
stage. Assuming that the witches continue the dialogue, this
left the "weird sisters" or "goddesses of destiny", really mora
powerful creatures, in the baclrground, Spalding here argues
that the suggestion is so "monstrous" that we need not refer to
the stage folio directions to show how unsatisfactory the situ-
ation would be*
1. Holinshed, page 172.
<E. T. k .Spalding, "Elizabethan £emonology"* paragraph 84.

1
Another authentic critic, Gerviniu3 , declared that
Shakespeare made use of the popular belief in evil geniuses
and in adverse persecution of mankind, and had produced a
similar "but darker race of beings just as he made use of the
belief in f^iries in "Midsummer Bight's Cream", further he
ooclared that this creation of the "weird sisters" was less
attractive and complete hat not less masterly P for though
they were called witches by the author only derogatorily,
they called themselves "weird sisters". Fates, too, come
under this classification, and the sisters remind us of the
Northern i^ates or Vallryries, for outwardly they apoear old
and weather beaten, half human creatures, ugly as the i^vil
one, and common in speech; inwardly they delight in wording
evil as they are devoid of human sympathies, symbolize inward
temptation, and come in a storm only to vanish in the air.
But, again, Spalding rejected Servinins' evidence as entirely
sub -'active and unsupported by evidence.
Further in no way are Scandinavian liorns connected ?/ith
contemporary records of the appearance and action of witches
for Korns are described as mysterious mythical beings who
exercised an incomprehensible yet powerful influence over
human destiny, and in Scandinavian mythology are always beauti-
ful creatures. Spalding rejected this idea of Shakespeare's
borrowing from foreign mythology because the witches did not
1. T.A. Spalding, "Elizabethan Temonology"
',
paragraph 8P.
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conform to ^orns either in order of tallying or in beauty.
Surely Shakespeare would not degrade these creatures, the
Horns , by representing them as beings with chappy finrrers,
skinny lips, and beard Se
So far we have about concluded that the strange creatures
are really witches , when we must meet another argument of
Gervinius th.^t because the sisters are three in number , Shakes-
peare has drawn on Scandinavian mythology, making his witches
a hybrid between witches and Boms*
The task remains, therefore, of finding proof that Shakes-
peare had in mind only the witches of his own country. How in
Scandinavian mythology, liorns always come three in number repre-
senting past, present, and future; each one keeping invariably
within its respective time. However, one of Shakespeare 1 s
witches uses the past to predict the future, a thing a Scandi-
navian Born would never do.
1
Keverend F»G»is,leay, a well known Shakespearean critic who
had won admiration as an iconoclast, declared that the "weird
sisters" who first appeared were the work of an inferior drama-
tist, Middleton, and that Shakespeare's own play did not begin
until the third scene of the first act. ./hen Shakespeare did
use the witch scene in act four, he discarded the liorns and
introduced three entirely new characters who were genuine witches*
Shis argument, also, Spalding rejected because of the many incon-
1* T.A. Splading,"Elizabethan l^emonology"
,
page 89*
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sistencios in the manuscript from which this statement was
tahen if we were to judge by other statements which '.Tore
known to be untrue* In one he stated that I'uncan created
Macbeth Prince of Cumberland, while in another Llacbeth had
murdered the king*
finally, if it can be proven that witches can prophesy
the future and also vanish into the air, we may conclude
that these creatures are, once and for all, neither Horns nor
"goddesses of destiny" but real witches of contemporary Eliza-
bethan times* This Scalding attempted to do by relating a
1
record from authentic sources of a witchcraft trial which
prophesied the future* It had to do with a man by the name of
2
Johannet iVischert who foretold the coming of a "dear" year
because the blade of the corn grew contrary to the course of
the sun. £he second charge that witches cannot vanish through
the air is disproved by our popular theory today of the witch
disappearing on a broomstick, fortified by a statement by
Reginald Scot in which ho declared that the enchanted rod was
furnished by the devil to provide hie. worshippers with means by
which they could come to his sabbaths*
Coleridge, too, adds an important contribution when he
writes: "The Weird Sisters aro as true a creation of Shakespeare's
as his Ariel and Caliban—fates # furies, and materializing witches
being the elements* They are wholly different from any repre-
1* Sect, Chapter HI, page 45.
2. Ibid*
,
page 101*

sentation of v/itches in contemporary rvriters, and yet present-
ed a sufficient external resemblance to the creatures of vulgar
prejudice to act immediately on the audience. Their character
consists in the imaginative disconnected from the good; they
are the shadowy obscure and fearfully anomalous of physical
nature p the lawless of human nature"elemental avengers without
sex or kin«"
Still the problem remains as to the esact thought in
Shakespeare's mind* iigain 4uiller-Couch comes to our rescue
with the thought that if Shakespeare had introduced instead of
the weird sisters^ a definite Satan as llarlowe had done, his
success as a dramatist would not be warranted and the play
"Macbeth" would probably be unknown today. Perhaps this ap-
pears now as a mere excuso, but we must admit that it seems a3
sensible as any that we have heard thus far*
Ju3t one more suggestion has been offered by Hr.Quiller- '
Couch and that is that Shakespeare knew what he was about when
1
he left his witches vague , that the whole success of the play
lay in leaving these creatures a mystery. 2his would seem to
fortify the previous statement by Coleridge that any attempt
to fathom their identity would be entirely unavailing.
As a last word on this controversy we have only to say
that though Shakespeare mirht have used the terms "weird sisters"
1. ^uiller«=C ouch /'.Hotes on Shakespeare* s Workmanship"
,
page 34*
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and witches for the same purpose, these mysterious creatures
were in all probability t^e -itches in which the Elizabethan
so firmly believed. They were the same creatures which were
said to be able to stir up a terroest at will as experienced by
James when he was returning from Denmark to Scotland and which
were able to e-o to sea in eggshells and cockleshells.
Assuming that we have reviewed the material relating to
Shakespeare* s probable use and belief in witches, we mast now
look at these sections of the play in which witches do appear.
As the drama opens there is a witch scene in which three hags
are arranging a future meeting* They are real Elizabethan
witches, for they talk in erac>ed voices and are bent and
shrouded in black flowing robes* further
„
they call each other
by the very names that are associated with the demon of the
Elizabethan period, Graymalkin, a cat and Paddock, a toad. Soon
the name Macbeth is heard an they prepare to vanish into the
thin air» Here again the mind of the spectator has not been
disturbed for he has learned tvst witches can vanish*
In scene two,, amid roars of thunder and streaks of lightning,
a proper setting, the witches appear, asrain fearfully teal to the
audience as they tell of their whereabouts during the day* One-
has been killing the swine of farmers who denied them food.
Another, here it is assumed the scene is for James* benefit,de-
clares that she will sail to Aleppo in a sieve and there dis-
guised as a rat without a tail will wreak vengeance on the women
who refused to give her chestnuts. The other witch vows that she

will f.ive a wind to the witch who is about to sail, for
these ugly creatures are well known to have sacks of winds
for their use. Thus they await the arrival of Macbeth and
Banquo. 3anquo is the first to speak when he asks them how
far it is to Torres* Immediately the hag3 turn only to
horrify the men with their "wild attire" . Purely no I^liza«*
bethan could doubt the identity of these withered hags which
prompt even 3anquo to ask,, "Live you? or are you ought that
man may question?'* Still they do not speak for they are wait-
ing for Macbeth to appraooh that they may hail him, "Thane of
Glamis% "Thane of Cawdor", and "Xing hereafter". Hacbeth
starts noticeabley and stands wrapped in thought while Banquo
commands the witches to speak to him. Thus the prophecy that he
shall "get" kings is delivered to 3anquo and with that, though
they both urge the fearful creatures to speak further, the
witches move away and disappear in smoj^ie.
iSo in a very realistic manner the "weird sisters" have
set the play in motion and an audience intensely stirred by the
awful spectacle, awaits developments. It is evident that some*
thing evil is to happen for witches oxing no good. .
For three acts the play proceeds until we come to the
fifth scene of act three, a scene which is entirely omitted by
J.Q.Adaras in his edition of "Idacbeth" because he feels certain
that this scone was not written by Shakespeare but by the much
accused I.liddleton»

1
llr.^dams contends that the scene of Hecate and the three
witches is not in harmony with Shakespeare* s idea of the
Scoto-English. Witches and so has no place in this clr^a*
Hecate, he states farther, is a character well >:nown in
Middleton's work ana entirely unknown to the English
audiences of this time, for the present type of 7?itch was an
old hag who handled her own business ana did not; need a "pre*-
siding genius"* He goes on at length to prove that the whole
scene relates to L^iddleton's nV7itch ,r , which at the time of the
publication of "Llacbeth" was im?wiown, The presumption is that
this scene along with others shieh he discusses later, were
put into a later edition of "Macbeth*.
§f±th act four, scene one, we come again into complete
accord after Macbeth has just decreed that on the nozt day,
because he can no longer contain himself , he will go to. the
"weird sisters" Here the ""'itches are presented preparing a
horrible broth from which will come the prophecy. A~ain the
audience is satisfied that no roc7 can cone from such a group
and awaits Slaobeth's arrival with fear* 3?hey are not disap-
pointed for upon trie stern ccmmancl of aaebeth to the "black
and midnioht hags", they answer that a nameless deed is their
mission but that they will answer his demands- Macbeth, wild-
ly stirred and ea^rsr to know more
,
requests that their master
speak, whereupon the broth is stirred and the apparition of a
Xm "Hamlet" , edited by J»Q*&oams; page 263«
*
chile appears. In this scene Shakespeare upheld the- hlisa-
fccthan tradition, for from ^eot we ret information that there
wore several charms designed to make the infernal spirit ap-
pear "gently and "beautifully and visible in the fair form of
a child". Three times this occurs, giving ilacoeth the mis—
leading information that though he shall fear Macduff, no man
"born of woman shall harm him and that he shall not suffer death
until Birnam wood shall come to Eunsinane. with that the- bitches
disappear leaving Macbeth in a fit of rage, for the ghost of
Banquo has appeared following: a show of eight kings,, (a Shakes-
pearean invention used previously in "Eichard the xHird" ) thus
fulfilling the previous prophecy of the witches that Banquo shall
"ret" kings* though Itacheth demands to know the meaning of this,
he finds that it is too late-- all have disappeared.
So the witch scenes are concluded hut not until they have
placed themselves in a position of utmost importance in dramatic
tragedy. Surely there could he no doubt in the mind of the
audience as to the reality of the supernatural which today in a
modern setting would "be taken as perfect nonsense. However, as
we view Shakespeare's plays tcday, we realise that they aro real-
istic enough to make as for the time, ' ISlizahethans in mine and
tradition.
And now, convinced that Shakespeare has stayed well within
the hounds of the Hlizabethan supernatural in reference to
witches, wo must torn our attention to come mention of the ghost
in this play for, although the drama is known, for its witches r a

ghost does appear* But immediately a question arises as to
the identity of the phantom which appears at the sapper given
in Banquo* s honor at which however. Banouo noes not apoear in
1
person* Mr* J.Q.Adasa in a recent edition of the drama spoke
authoritatively when ha declared that this ghost was no true
ghost hat merely a subjective one; that is, the product of
Macbeth* s mind when his will power has deserted him.. This is
shown by the foot that this ghost did not appear to his gneats*.
We might well agree with Lady SZaobeth when she declared that
her husband' s actions were only the "pclntinga of his fear*"-
2
Spalding
„
however, regarded this ghost as the true ghost
in the Sliaahethan tradition* In this tradition, one aroup
held to the old doctrine that ghosts of the dead did appear in
their former guise, while the other group denied the possibility
of ghosts and maintained the theory of devils in the form of de-
ceased men* Macbeth belonged, according to Spalding, to the
second group as evidenced by his statement when Banquo* s ghost
appeared
:
"What man dare, I dare* . ...
Approach thoa like the ragged Hussian bear,.**
?a!:e any shape bat that, and my firm nerves
Shall never tremble."
Knowing that Macbeth was no physical coward, we agree that it
was his "outraged conscience" that was unmanning him, for after
1* "Macbeth**, edited by J.-:.Adams, page 198*
2* T.A.Spalding, "Elizabethan Temonology"
,
page 54*

sunm£ng up enough courage to command the apparition to disap-
pear, we found '."''.at his strength was not greet enough to sus-
tain bin entirely as shown by the reappearance of the subjective
ghost. This tine Uaobeth* s moral courage is gone and the situ-
ation is saved only "b^r lady Llacbeth* s quick action in dismissing
the guests* Shis act attracted ilacbeth 1 s nine from the vision
and so caused the final disappearance of this subjective ghost*
But -.to fine Macbeth* s courage f_,one and him in desperation de-
termined upon r, course of ruthless crime, 3ut even that resolve
does not bring him the comfort that he erapects, so he declares
that he -.Till visit the "weird sisters" again for what they have
already told him surely had come true.
fhe last visit to the :r .voird sisters" in vrhich they finally
•' i ; ... .oar we have already '"oserihod; then following the chow of
eight Irings, appears a .-.host thought by some to be that of Banquo«.
2o the horror of I'lacbeth, who phantom rooms tc be sailing. Hac-
beth is now completely Lrohen and in this appearance of Banquo's
ghost mo find the last remnant of his judgment gone. Unparcl-
leled scones of the brutal murder of hncduff T s family follow
until finally Llaobeth is ^orco" to cattle for his own life with
the very man he least wishes to meet* Again we see in the ghost
of Banquo, the agent of the dread power of Hemes is, which as such,
is a p ovcrful instrlament to bring ah oat Haebeth* s ruin.
-has ends another tragedy of horror and ruin combining in
a forceful :..anner the witch of the -lisabethan era with the ghost
of that came period. It is a tragedy in which the supernatural is

portrayed with snoh great skill 20 to procu.ce a profound
effect upon its and ienee. Finally t as a last v;crd, Shakes*
peare in his plays has surrounded the supernatural with
1
marvels of ell kinds an** has succeeded in inspiring his
audience with a feeling of awe beyond the por;er of sub-
genius to excite* Shalrespeare* s use of the supernatural has
shown development heyonS the ability of any previous attempt
as he combined former supernatural forms into characters novep
hefore conceived „ In his list tragic drama his scholarly
achievement leaves him without a peer in the resin of the de~
velopment of t?^e supernatural character*
1. Cumberland Clark, "Shakespeare and the Supernatural", page 102,-

Chapter VII
Conclusion
In cone1noion it mipht ho well to bring together all
features of the supernatural in the form of witches and
ghosts which Shakespeare Introduced into his firana as he
proceed eel cautiously to develop his o T.vn interpretation of
the supernatural*
lorhaps the point which is most apparent is the fact
that Shakespeare* s use of the supernatural served only one
purpose » that of furthering the plot by familiar motives;
especially revenge* T?iere is not evidence that he developed
his plot for the purpose of esploitinp his knowledge of the
supernatural. In the avoidance of this exploiting -he over-
came the temptation merely to ?ollow the e^istin^ traditions
of his tine, and made an innovation which added new dimity
to the supernatural.
It is needless to note that his dramas were influenced
somewhat by the .tremendous growth of the supernatural among
his eoantry-rncn* hut me Cind th :t ho has shaded this idea into
the hacVsroand by tho dominance of a plot executed by mortal
men* Ghosts are used to net the plot in motion hut human
characters aro cominant in that-; though ghosts invite action,
•-.hahespeare has given to his earthy characters the right to
ohoy or refuse to obey their commands.
Also we have noted that the ^host took an active part in
the drama. Uo longer is he restrained to act as a prolomua or

epilogue character ss in the ^enocan portrayal, da no~/ ap-
pears whenever there i.? .70rh for him to ro in unfolding' the
plot, -io more is he -hist a phantom, shrouded and mysterious*
His identity is disclosed as .e enters t :io stage, Tor ho
appears clad in garments worn in mortal life. -lodern producers
are apt to obscure his appraoes somewhat by means of* dull light-
ing effects, bat even then there is never any question of his
identity as in the p-host dramas of his predecessors* The
language of the ghost is stately and ma Jostle for he spes'ss
only to men of high rank or to those for 7?hom he has a messago*
a character ,7ho talks thus majestically,is calculated to zlvo
more of that dignity which is appropriate to a tragedy*
But That of Shakespeare's bitches? Here r?o find that the
fearful ha of traditional fame in England has been gives a
new interpretation by Shakespeare, although the form is still
that of the familiar witch. In this representation there 23
brought to light an attempt on the part ef the author to raise
this creature of the supernatural from an ordinary witch. T-ao
brought terror to man or beast by causing illness or injury,
to a eroat^re with higher motives who terrified men by threats
to the homes soul*
Sliough Shakespeare has changed the character of the nhost
and witch, however, the question as to his actual belief still
remains unanswered. Critics, generally agree .nevertheless,that
3ha>esf>eare did not believe in the accepted ghost and witch of
the Elizabethan era. His sole purpose then in using the super-

natural at r: :ll seems to have been an attempt to -ivo the
ghost ana* 7iteh a now dramatic power*
The prologue ghost # so v;oll pictured by ~03ehylas #
Kuripides, ana Seneca as seans by which the purpose ox tho
play T7TJ3 made known, is now replaced in Shakespearean drama
by a ghost who taT^es an active port in the play* 2he re-
venge ghost of olden days remilns, "but participates more
actively in lea play itself, ->o ghost is allowed to enter
the ;ha>espearean stage merely to cast a scene oj? horror
over the play; he mast nosr have a cefinite purpose in further-
ing the plot* Perhaps the ghost in Kva f a "Spanish Tragedy"
i3 the nearest to Shakespeare's conception of the psychological
or vision -"host, though the complication of the plot makes
•yn'c tragedy more cifTicult to follow* In conclusion, ohahes-
pasre has combined the best of all his precedesaors with his
own inventive genius to present the tragedy in its present form*

Chapter VI I
I
3umnary
-ho field which v;o have explored in arriving at the
conclusion that Shakespeare's supernatural in the ?orm of
Pitches and r-onts has made a substantial contribution to
English Litorn t lire has boon fairly broad.
In the introduction we discovered by means of legislation
by roiling nonarchs from the time o? Henry the Eighth through
the reign of James the ^irst, that the power of the super-
natural had made itself felt throughout the lane and that
definite measures were ta>en to curb the evil. Laws .problems
,
and cases Tore dieonssed in an attempt to portray the magnitude
of its power
•
•Vith the second chapter we made an attempt to investigate
Witchcraft In pre-*3hakespeareaa drama and to trace the ghost
known to Shakespeare' s people back to its source, which -.re
found to be in the wor*T3 of early Sree?-: dramatints* Prom thero
the subject was traced shot7ing the advance made by Seneca , a
Latin dramatist, and later writers from Prance, Italy, snd Eng-
land np to tho time of 3ha>espeare«
The nest four chapters contained discussions of L'our of
3hahespoare* s tragedies dealing with witches or ghosts.
"Bichard the uhird" , "Julias Caesar", "Hamlet" , and "Hacbeth"
wore reviewed to discover the sdvancos made by the author over
his predecessors and the relation of this form oZ" the super-
natural to the thoughts and beliefs 0? the Elizabethans*

finally, :;o fittenpteo to prove Shakespeare' a contri^a-
tion to the supernatural to be one o? lasting merit, as >.e
brought forsyarfl tlth [treat success tho idea of the ps^chologi
Cfil \iI03te
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